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Connector with normal Various options and materials
integral cable clamp strain relief Field Serviceable available, please call.

IP68, NEMA 4X protection rating
EMI/RFI Capabilites
Greater protection against
        constant cable flexing
Accomodates a wide range of
        cable sizes and types

Bend Protection/Bend and Pull Types

Connector with PG endbell and cord grip

reducers, enlargers, and adapters

Connector with PG endbell and bend protection cord grip
Many different types and materials to offer

Here are a few examples PEI-Genesis can offer with Conta-Clip Cord Grips

Key Benefits
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What is the application? Temperature rating -60˚ to 200˚C   (-65˚ to 392˚F)
Temperature and environment dependant on materials used

What IP rating or NEMA is required on the cord grip? Protection Rating up to IP68
IP66 =  Protection against dust penetration, Protection against powerful jets and temporary flooding Pressure Rating up to 10 bar (140psi)
IP67 = Protection against dust penetration, Protection against immersion and water penetration 3ft below water 
IP68 = Protection against dust penetration, Protection against submersion and pressure water for an indefinite time

What is the cable  OD and type? Several cable types
round, multiple, or flat cable

What material is required for the cord grip?
polyamide (PA), polyvinyldene (PVDF), nickel plated brass, or stainless steel

Ease installation there are only 6 components
for the EMI/RFU Shield type,
Unshielded types have 3 components

Is there a specific thread to match up to?
PG (PG9), Metric (M20 X 1,5), NPT (N 1")

What type of cord grip configuration is required?
Straight through, bend (nozzle or spiral), right angle, bend and pull (cone), 

Do you need to terminate shield?
If yes, what type of shielded cable

What is the pull out strength required?

NEMA to IP cross reference
approximation only

What color cord grip is required?
Black & Grey are generally stock, shielded are nickel over brass, others maybe specials
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Questions to Ask for Conta-Clip Cord Grips
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